The end of the Cold War witnessed the growth and spread of legally established private military contractors (PMCs) playing largely undefined roles in wars, international security and post-conflict reconstruction. The operations of PMCs in Iraq and Afghanistan in the 21 st century have been marked by gross human rights abuses and poor treatment and torture of prisoners of war (POWs). Indeed, PMCs are likely to step outside their contractual obligations and commit criminal acts. This article adds to the literature on the subject by arguing that the elusiveness of PMCs' individual or corporate responsibility for war crimes presents one of the greatest challenges for international humanitarian law (IHL). This presents a dilemma for IHL, which seeks to address individual offences. The situation becomes even more complicated when non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and multinational corporations (MNCs) are involved in the use of PMCs.
Introduction
Security and military-related services have largely remained the preserve of the state. At the end of the Cold War, a large number of trained soldiers were made redundant. As such most states outsourced most states outsourcing some of their defence and security functions to PMCs principally for cost-effective and sometimes political considerations. This invariably resulted in an unprecedented upsurge in the privatisation of the conduct of war carried out by PMCs 1 with their services often integrated into the operating procedures of government, international organisations, and multinational companies undertaking a range of activities that previously would have been the responsibility of state militaries. The 21 st century has witnessed a burgeoning growth in PMC deployed in combat zones of Iraq and Afghanistan. 2 Such contractors have been known to play decisive roles in armed conflicts, with their presence sometimes determining the outcome of the conflict. Even though PMCs are not relatively new to international security, they are increasingly being recognised by governments, civil societies and international organisations as legitimate actors that can have an influence on the outcome of a conflict. Given the reality that PMCs could be involved in criminal acts during warfare, the elusiveness of their individual or corporate responsibility for war crimes presents one of the greatest challenges to international humanitarian law.
Historical role of PMCs in armed conflicts
PMCs are individuals or firms that provide international services traditionally provided by national militaries. PMCs are found to operate in situations of interstate and intrastate armed conflicts, either hired by a state actor party to the conflict, a non-state actor or by multinational organisations seeking protection of operations in a conflict zone. These contractors have been known to operate in large conglomerates thereby attracting the nomenclature of a company. To this end, they have also been referred to as 'private military companies'(PMCs). In popular media parlance, PMCs are occasionally referred to as 'military firms', 'military service providers' (MSPs), 'privatised military firms' (PMFs), 'transnational security corporations' (TSCs), and 'security contractors' (SCs). Carlos Ortiz defines private military companies as:
Legally established international firms offering services that involve the potential exercise of force in a systematic way and by military or paramilitary means, as well as the enhancement, the transfer, the facilitation, the deterrence, or the defusing of this potential, or the knowledge required to implement it, to clients. 3 Ortiz's definition, which appears too broad and inclusive, views such companies and their contractors as international agents for the provision of military and security services. Some literature on the subject distinguishes three basic categories of PMCs: mercenaries, military contractors and security contractors based on whether they provide combat service, military training and strategic advice, or logistics and technical support. 4 Attractive as the classification of PMCs might seem, in reality, most of these contractors provide functions that overlap established categories. Currently, PMCs carry out diverse activities, which cut across military operational support, military advice, logistical support, security services and crime prevention. Military advice involves providing training for state military forces, including special forces, covering weapons, tactics and force structure. Logistical support covers a whole range of services from supplying equipment to protecting humanitarian assets on the ground and helping to re-establish public infrastructure. Security services are directed at the commercial market and include guarding company assets and personnel. Crime prevention is also directed at the commercial market, but covers extortion and fraud as well. 8 Acknowledging the expanded responsibilities of PMCs, the study being reported however dealt with the category of PMCs that carry out exclusive combat functions and operate predominantly in combat zones.
The privatisation of military force and the participation in armed conflicts of persons who are not officially members of the regular armed forces is nothing new.It is rooted in the age-old practice of 'hire to fire' where mercenaries are employed in armed conflicts. Ancient Egyptian armies hired the Nubians who were famous for their skill and precision with the bow. 9 In a similar fashion, the armies of Alexander the Great, ancient Rome, the Swiss Guard, and Gustavus Adolphus employed large numbers of individuals motivated by adequate pay and steady work. 10 Military history has recorded a strong role for private actors in military affairs firmly rooted in mercenary practice. Mercenaries, privateers and chartered companies have been an integral part of the international order. It is therefore not surprising that Nicollo Machiavelli in his writings warned against relying on mercenaries. 11 Although this evidence strongly challenges the traditional perception of Max Weber's adherents that the state has the monopoly on violence, 12 it is logical to assert that where the state chooses to outsource some of its security functions, it still holds a monopoly on violence.
Given this background, it is likely that the commercialisation and internationalisation of violence began with the commercialisation of war in Northern Italy as early as the eleventh century. 13 From the close of the nineteenth century to the Cold War period, the use of mercenaries for state security services seems to have declined greatly. Wars became wars between nations, fought by the citizens of those nations, as opposed to between monarchs with private armies. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, nationalism, which the French Revolution galvanised, enabled the state to centralise military power under its authority, while removing mercenary forces from the domestic scene. This does not imply that states completely stopped using mercenaries beyond their borders; it meant that their relevance was greatly challenged.
After the Second World War (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) , the need to fight proxy wars, which was the hallmark of the Cold War period, significantly enhanced the need to engage the services of mercenaries. 18 The proxy wars that were fought in various 'Third World' countries of Asia, Africa and the Far East during the Cold War were marked by the use of mercenaries especially by the US, France and Britain. Mercenaries of European extraction participated in various postcolonial wars in Africa, such as the Congo, Angola and Sierra Leone. There has been extensive documentation on the use of mercenaries by Nigeria and Biafra alike during the Nigerian Civil War (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) . 19 By the mid-1980s, however, PMCs started to transform themselves into properly structured corporate entities with the term 'PMCs' increasingly coming into use and replacing the word 'mercenary'. 20 The permanent nature of these corporate entities was seen as a key shift away from earlier ad hoc mercenary organisations. Throughout the 1990s, PMCs driven by business profit, gradually established themselves as commercial enterprises detached from any involvement with governments except when their interests converged. According to Christopher Kinsey:
By the 1980s, PMCs had started to transform their legal personality to take advantage of the commercial opportunities that were now starting to appear in many parts of the developing world. By the early 1990s, they were starting to operate openly for government agencies and multinational corporations, undertaking a range of security related tasks from military training to supplying military equipment.
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PMCs have not only been employed by state actors but also by non-state actors such as international organisations (IOs), multinational corporations (MNCs) and even some international non-governmental organisations (INGOs). The United Nations (UN), the African Union (AU) and the European Union (EU) have made extensive use of PMCs. Given the fact that most Third World countries have been turned into a 'military arena', 22 a corresponding demand for professional armed security was thus created. In this regard, PMCs have carried out operations from as far as Angola to Croatia and Columbia to Papua New Guinea. Different PMCs have operated on almost every continent except Antarctica. ArmorGroup, for example, employs 4 000 people in 38 countries, 23 while Military Professional Resources Inc (MPRI) employs over 1 000 people and operates in every region of the world. 24 Hart
Group was contracted by the government of Puntland, a quasi-state that emerged after Somalia had fractured, to undertake coastal patrols on its behalf. 25 With the outbreak of the second Gulf War in 2003, a number of PMCs such as Olive Security, Erinys International, Rubicon and Control Risks Group secured contracts to provide security in Iraq. In the first Gulf War, the ratio of US troops on the ground to private contractors was 50:1. By the second Gulf War, that figure had increased dramatically to 10:1, which was also the case in terms of the interventions in Bosnia and Kosovo. 26 In the civil war in the Congo, Geolink gave military support to Mobutu's regime, and in the case of the Angolan and Sierra Leone civil wars, Executive Outcomes greatly enhanced the government's ability to commit the 'rebels' to the negotiation table.
Sometimes, PMCs are used as a smokescreen for the major powers that do not want to be seen as interfering in either internal affairs of nations or the affairs of a region or sub-region. For example, the American PAE operated with peace support forces in the Liberian and Sierra Leonean civil wars of the 1990s. To make their appearance more suspicious, their roles were largely undefined and overlapping. They inter alia - The specific role of PMCs in armed conflicts have been complicated further by the overlapping nature of peacekeeping, peace-enforcement, peace-support and humanitarian rescue operations.
War crimes in the conduct of warfare
War crimes do not connote the idea that going into war (jus ad bellum) is a crime but rather that there are some actions that are carried out during war (jus in bello), which constitute crime in their context. International law on its own does not outlaw war -although attempts have been made in the past to outlaw war 28 -but rather uses various regulations, which must be strictly followed to make the objective of war, which is 'victory' and 'peace', attainable. Few scholars, like James T. Shotwell, argue that war on its own is an instrument of criminal aggression, a concentration of all human crimes, 29 and as such, the use of the term 'war crimes' duplicates irony. However, other scholars, like Eagleton and Quincy Wright, argue that war at various times have performed functions that have been socially desirable, remedied unjust situations, settled disputes and enforced rights. 30 Quincy Wright even contends that war is a legally accepted means of settling disputes between and among states. 31 An acute dilemma thus seems to be evident in the discourse since a state could have a just reason 32 for starting or engaging in war, but in the course of the war, carries out actions that can be strictly categorised as being 'unjust'.
The British law-of-war manual sees war crimes as:
… violations of the laws or customs of war, including but not limited to murder, the ill-treatment or deportation of civilian residents of an occupied territory to slave labour camps, the murder or ill-treatment of prisoners of war, the killing of hostages, the wanton destruction of cities, towns and villages, and any devastation not justified by military necessity. 33 War crimes are sometimes part of instances of mass murder and genocide on political, racial or religious grounds. These crimes are more broadly covered under IHL and are described as 'crimes against humanity'. Even failure to take the necessary action to prevent or end violations of the laws or customs of war would itself constitute a war crime. 34 Furthermore, war crimes include violations of established protections of the laws of war, but also include failures to adhere to norms of procedure and rules of battle, such as attacking those displaying a flag of truce, or using that same flag as a ruse of war to mount an attack. Protocol I, Article 42 of the Geneva Conventions explicitly forbids attacking parachutists who eject from damaged airplanes, and surrendering parachutists once landed. 
International humanitarian law and war crimes
International humanitarian law (IHL) is also known as the law of war or the law of armed conflict. It seeks to interrogate moral actions (jus in bello) carried out by belligerents during war. It is a part of international law, embodying a set of rules which seek, for humanitarian reasons, to limit the effects of armed conflict. While international law addresses states only, IHL in principle is directed at individuals. It protects people who are not or who are no longer participating in the hostilities, and restricts the means and methods of warfare. It applies only to armed conflict and seeks a balance between the military requirements of states and humanitarian concerns.
Beyond protecting persons in armed conflicts, IHL also places a restriction on the means of warfare -in particular weapons -and the methods of warfare, such as military tactics. 37 To this end, IHL has banned the use of many weapons, including exploding bullets, chemical and biological weapons, blinding laser weapons and anti-personnel mines. IHL prohibits all means and methods of warfare which fail to discriminate between those taking part in the fighting and those, such as civilians, who are not. It is aimed at mitigating unnecessary suffering during armed conflict.
The concept of the 'laws of war' is made possible in order to regulate the conduct of individuals, nations and other agents in war and to mitigate the worst effects of war. To this end, laws of war are intended to mitigate the 'evils' of war by:  protecting both combatants and non-combatants from unnecessary suffering;
 safeguarding certain fundamental human rights of persons who fall into the hands of the enemy, particularly prisoners of war, the wounded and sick, and civilians; and  facilitating the restoration of peace. 38 Besides bringing wars to a quick end, such laws help to restrict wars to their political objective and also to protect people and property from unnecessary destruction and hardship. Among other issues, the laws of war address - declaration of war, acceptance of surrender and the treatment of prisoners of war;
 military necessity along with distinction and proportionality; and  the prohibition of certain inhumane weapons which cause unnecessary suffering. 39 It is a violation of the laws of war to engage in combat without meeting certain requirements, among them the wearing of a distinctive uniform or other distinctive signs visible at a distance, and the openly carrying of weapons.
The necessary condition for war crimes is that, first, there exists a law of armed conflict. The United Nations War Crimes Commission describes the laws and customs of war as 'the rules of international law with which belligerents have customarily, or by special convention, agreed to comply in case of war'. 40 When such 'special conventions' under the 'rules of international law' are violated, a war crime can be said to have been committed. This implies that every violation of the laws of war is a war crime. 41 The International Committee of the Red Cross opines that 'serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes'.
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What constitutes 'serious violations' continues to undergo a serious introspection into its core assumptions. It suggests that, after all, some crimes can be committed in war which are not 'serious' enough to be classified as war crimes. Yoram Dinstien argues that such an assertion has never been supported in actual state practice. 43 What has been accepted, interpreted and tagged as war crimes tend to be highly subjective. This has informed Garry Solis' position that 'war crimes' is an elastic rubric, and necessarily so.
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PMCs and war crimes: Aspects of challenge for international humanitarian law
The traditional notion that war crimes were originally conceived as a concept relating to the armed forces fighting in a war has been seriously challenged by the overwhelming involvement of PMCs hired to conduct offensive military operations. Private military personnel, unlike state armed forces, seem to occupy a relatively ambiguous legal status within the context of IHL. Their actions are often marked by impunity involving violation of the laws of war, ranging from participation in war crimes and crimes against humanity, to the abuse of prisoners and shooting indiscriminately at civilians. 45 The legal background against which PMCs seem to operate and which they seem to enjoy has resulted in an almost complete absence of legal prosecution against war crimes. This does not in any way suggest that PMCs are more likely to engage in gross armed misconduct and war crimes than state armed forces.
PMCs have been accused of having committed or assisted in various crimes against civilians and detainees, especially during the second Gulf War. The accountability gap of PMCs was revealed in the 2004 incidents at Abu Ghraib detention facility in Iraq, which recorded gross abuse of human rights by CACI -an American-hired PMC. Evidence records that, while the state military officers found by a military investigation to have participated in the abuse of detainees were subjected to court martial and sentenced to prison, none of the employees of two PMCs implicated in the abuses were charged with any crime. 46 Apart from the abuse of prisoners at Abu Ghraib, on 16 September 2007, employees of Blackwater USA, while escorting a US diplomatic convoy for the State Department, killed about 17 Iraqi civilians when engaged in a fire fight in Nisour Square in Baghdad city. 47 In Sierra Leone, Executive Outcomes carried out air strikes ensuing huge collateral damage. 48 These and many more instances point to the fact that international law is notoriously difficult to enforce 49 and in most instances, has been scrupulously observed. 50 In reality, all serious violations of IHL are war crimes subject to universal jurisdiction. As such, it is expected that persons indicted could be prosecuted in any state or before any international tribunal that has jurisdiction. However, a basic challenge for IHL is that not all states have adopted legislation enabling them to prosecute persons on the basis of universal jurisdiction. Even when all states adopt such legislation, would the prosecution of private military personnel for crimes committed abroad be based on the nationality of the offender or on the basis of universal jurisdiction? Although, in theory, all contractors remain subject to the provisions of extra-territorial jurisdiction of their respective home countries, in most cases civilian law enforcement agencies seldom conduct criminal investigations in war zones. Moreover, the issue of the collection and hearing of evidences from another country poses a challenging, daunting and expensive task. It is therefore not surprising that during the first five years of US occupation of Iraq, no PMC was prosecuted for acts of violence against locals, including contractors implicated in the Abu Ghraib torture scandal. 51 Acknowledging that PMCs are liable to commit criminal acts during warfare, Chia Lehnardt 52 has identified the doctrine of command responsibility and the issue of superior orders as two technical aspects relating to war crime trials of PMCs that may be quite challenging. As it bothers state armed forces, commanders are usually held responsible for crimes they have ordered to be committed. Moreover, commanders and superiors are criminally responsible for war crimes committed by their subordinates if such commanders or superiors knew, or had reason to know, that the subordinates were about to commit or were committing such crimes, and did not take all necessary and reasonable measures to prevent them. 53 Furthermore, commanders are also liable if, once war crimes have been committed by their subordinates, they do nothing to investigate, report or punish the persons responsible. It is generally accepted that such superiors can be civilian persons provided that they are effectively acting as military commanders. 54 Extending the limits of this position, one could infer with a great deal of caution that the killing and displacement of thousands of civilians by the United States under the ambiguous term 'foreign policy' could attract war crime penalties for the leaders. In this regard, leaders like the two George Bushes of the United States, whose policies led to several war crimes, might be branded war criminals. It is not surprising that Edward Herman argues that:
Because of its power and global interests U.S. leaders have committed crimes as a matter of course and structural necessity. A strict application of international law would … have given every U.S. president of the past 50 years a Nuremberg treatment. 55 A peculiar issue that arises as regards the operations of PMCs is the difficulty of identifying an overall commander who should bear responsibility for criminal acts carried out during field operations. Should it be the chief executive officer (CEO) of the PMC or the highest ranking field officer of the PMC involved in military or security operations? If a commander cannot be identified in the command hierarchy, then it is expected that the perpetrator of the crime should be arraigned in the context of the time and circumstances during which the crime was committed. In this view, an individual state official who contracted the PMC should be responsible for war crimes committed by a member of the PMC. This would make such an official or contracting government to take full control of the actions of such private military men hired during an armed conflict.
As far as obeying orders is concerned, it is widely acknowledged in principle that obeying a superior order does not relieve a subordinate of criminal responsibility if the subordinate knew that the act ordered was unlawful or should have known because of the manifestly unlawful nature of the act. Can PMCs be submerged in this commander-subordinate relationship? In principle, PMCs are by definition only in a contractual relation with the hiring actor. Thus, their acts are not in principle acts of state but acts of various actors on the international stage. The problem of accountability becomes even more complex when private military contractors are used by international organisations, such as the UN, the EU or NATO. In this case, their conduct may call into play the still elusive concept of institutional responsibility of intergovernmental organisations.
State actors could also act as a stooge in the appropriate application of international humanitarian laws on operations of PMCs. For instance, the United States, which has the largest number of PMCs, is not a signatory to the ICC. 56 Although reasons abound for this decision, it is not unconnected with the enormous global 'police' responsibilities of the United States that create unique circumstances at the 'boot lace' level of operations. As submitted by Senator Hilary Clinton in 2005, "… we are more vulnerable to the misuse of an international criminal court because of the international role we play and the resentments that flow from that ubiquitous presence around the world". 57 This questions the status of IHL given the fact that its content is not recognised by a number of states and especially a super power like the United States. Moreover, IHL is interpreted very differently by some states, and at times are honoured more in breach than in fact.
Since wars carried out by PMCs are contractual, it is likely that PMCs could frequently hide under such powerful governments to carry out criminal acts during warfare. This is further accentuated by the reality that the operations of PMCs are largely surreal and covert in nature and their activities highly unpredictable. Some PMCs seem to operate more as 'special forces' 58 with their employment in war situations premised on the notion that "there are some itches that only Special Forces can scratch". 59 
Conclusion
As regards criminal acts carried out during warfare, the field activities of PMCs seem to be marred by a lack of satisfactory legislative regulation and enforceable jurisdiction. PMCs seem to operate in a legal vacuum with their operational activities relatively unregulated. This has compelled the need to examine the challenges the expanding role PMCs have on IHL. PMCs operate in a highly competitive global marketplace and often tend to explore operational options that would gain them the quickest victory with the lowest casualty cost on their side. In most cases, such operational options are not devoid of war crimes. War crimes carried out by PMCs remain a sensitive aspect that IHL is yet to tackle fully. Though there is specific reference to mercenaries in IHL, there is no such reference to PMCs in IHL treaties nor are they specifically regulated in customary international law. The absence of a discrete regulation of PMCs does not mean that there is no law applicable to them. The difficulty in applying IHL in terms of war crimes carried out by PMCs is accentuated by the burden of the command-subordinate structure buried beneath the avalanche of contractors and subcontractors. 
